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First came play. In addition to mankind,
zoologists have identified many species, from
chimpanzees to turtles, and just about everything
in between, that partake in it. Through play, a
species can learn valuable lessons for future
survival, not to mention experiencing the
apparently simple joy of participating in and
bonding with one’s fellows while playing.
Humans have taken play to a higher level of
sophistication. By abstracting play and
introducing the concept of “rules”, we humans
have, over millenniums, developed countless
forms of “organized” play. We generally refer to
these as “games”.
Games, whether on a field played between two
teams such as soccer, or played on a board like
chess, have one common characteristic; both
sides must understand and follow the rules if the
game is to succeed.
The following are some of the board games
that have been with us for, in some cases,
Ella
thousands of years:
The ancient game of
“Senet” (S’n’t) was played in
Janis from about 3,100BC
Egypt
(5,000 years ago!) up until
400AD. Variations are still
played in Egypt today. A Tutankhamen’s Senet set made of
magnificent example of this wood and ivory, inlaid with gold.
game was found buried with Tutankhamen.
Another ancient
board game discovered in a tomb in
modern-day Iraq is
The Royal game of Ur set.
called “The Royal
Game of Ur”, and it was played in that area as
far back as 2,500BC.
Modern day Chess is
played throughout the world
today. It was originally called
Chaturanga, and dates
back 1,400 years to
ancient India.

An even older game that has
come down to us from India is
called Snakes and Ladders
(“Shoots and Ladders” in North
America). It was conceived at
around 200BC as a game to teach
morality and, to this day, remains virtually
unchanged. It still serves its original purpose
of teaching children about good and evil.
China, of course, has produced some classic
games that have endured for centuries. Mah
Jougg is said to have originated in the Tang
Dynasty some 4,000 year ago.
Wei-qi, or modern day
Go, dates back to 2,300BC.
It is unique in that it is still
played to this day following
the original, roughly 4,000
year old rules.
Games travel across cultures; they travel
across time. The reason they can do this is
because the rules remain constant no matter
where the game is played or who is playing it.
When two players face-off on opposite sides of a
board, in addition to agreeing to compete, they
also agree to communicate. Even if the players
do not have a common spoken language, they
are still able to gain a level of understanding of
each other through the game. It is possible to
communicate through such games with anyone
from any culture, China, America, Africa, so
long as both players agree to follow the rules.
Indeed, if Tutankhamen were to be granted his
wish for immortality and returned to this world,
you could easily sit down with him and play a
game of Senet, provided you learn the rules first.

NET LESSONS: Too busy to come to CROSSROADS?
…. Try our lessons through the net!
Here is a site outlining some of the history of ancient games:
http://astralcastle.com/games/index.htm

Joshua Says: This month we have to say “goodbye” to Aaron as he must
return to America to help with some family matters. It is always disappointing
to see a good teacher leave us, but circumstances prevail. We will miss Aaron at
Crossroads and we wish him all the best of success back home. If there is a
chance for him to rejoin us again next year here in Matsuyama, we would be
happy to welcome him back. In the mean time, “all the best in America, Aaron!”
Junko Says: Recently I started teaching a TOEIC course for one of our outside clients.
There are 14 students in this class. They say they found our regular TOEIC course too
difficult and asked if we could prepare an easier course for them. And, they requested a
Japanese teacher, so I guess that’s me! I hope I can help them gain some confidence
during this course, but, actually, I find that with the right attitude and enough study, it is not so
difficult for anyone to improve on their score. I hope I can get them to agree with me!
Mark Says In my home country of NZ a referendum will be held in November to
select a possible new national flag. A selection of four flags was released in late August
for voters to choose from. Unfortunately, three of the four designs are almost identical
and all are very unpopular. Via social media, a fifth option has appeared and there is
hope that it may be added to the referendum. Take a look - http://goo.gl/xGrBWH
Aaron Says: Unfortunately I will be returning to my home country at
the end of this month. I sincerely wish I did not have to go, but there
are a few important matters I must attend to. I hope to be back in
Matsuyama teaching with Crossroads as soon as possible. I will miss
everyone and look forward to seeing you all again.
Danielle dit; Ça y est, les vacances sont finies, c'est la rentrée. Qui dit
rentrée dit pleures pour les plus jeunes, retour des devoirs pour les collégiens
et lycéens (et oui, il n'y a pas de devoirs pendant les vacances d'été !) et
nouveau rythme de vie pour les étudiants qui entrent à l'université. Quoiqu'il
en soit, tous attendent la même chose : les prochaines vacances !
ACROSS
4 complexity, refinement
5 of extraordinarily high quality
6 the same in essence, but not in actuality
10 a little different from others of the same kind
11 to many to count
13 placed underground
14 continue through hardship
15 the ability to live forever
16 everywhere
DOWN
1 fairly close to correct
2 taking part in an activity
3 theorizing, conceptualizing
7 created, thought up
8 unchanging
9 a specialist concerned with animals
12 developing a close personal relationship
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